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Trade Commentary 

Long residential mortgage REITs And short S&P 500 (Closing) 

I am closing this trade up 400% after leverage (nominally, the trade is up 19.5%, with REITS up 29.5% 

vs S&P up 10%). I believe that there is likely more upside in this trade, but the asymmetry is gone. My 

thesis for the trade was that REIT prices were reflecting a deep discount versus the value of the 

underlying mortgage assets. These assets had rallied since the depth of the market selloff in March. 

However, prices had not. I am closing the trade because REIT prices are now back closer to their longer-

term levels’ vs. tangible book. Arguably there is some upside even on this price-to-tangible book basis 

because there could have been some appreciation in the underlying asset values since the levels at the 

end of Q1. Also, REITs with more substantial exposure to mortgage underwriting could have more 

upside driven by the surge in mortgage origination fees given the historically low mortgage rates.  

However, there is some downside of another global risk-off event that could erode this value versus 

S&P, given the high beta that REITs are trading at recently.  
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Here are some of my rational for this trade and for the following trade for buying residential mortgage 

credit: 

My SOM on a U-shaped recovery vs a V-shaped one 

The Case for Residential Mortgage REITs 

The Case of being long Residential Mortgage REITs vs Short US equities 

Long residential mortgage credit (Closing) 

I am closing my position in lower-rated credit risk transfer bonds up 210% on a levered basis 

(nominally, the trade is 42%). While I still believe the sector offers substantial value, it has lost its 

asymmetry to the upside. Over time the bonds could even rally as the industry gets some clarity about 

the impact of forbearance on defaults. However, that clarity could take a while in a U-shaped recovery 

as the government extends forbearance further. 

Long US consumer staples and short US consumer discretionary (Still Open) 

The trade is down 45% on a levered basis (nominally, the trade is down 1.4 %, with staples up 1.2%, 

while discretionary is up 2.7%). My thesis is based on two factors. First, consumer staples should 

outperform vs. consumer discretionary in a U-shaped recovery vs. a V-shaped one.  And second, that the 

race for that last mile to the customer has added more competitors to Amazon. The CWs—

Costco/Walmart/Walgreens--have become viable alternatives to Amazon in the race over the last mile to 

a customer given the growth of delivery services such as Instacart during the lockdown. The CWs might 

even have a completive advantage in grocery/staples delivery given their numbers and proximity to the 

customer versus amazon’s fulfillment centers.  

Long Indian Equities vs. short Chinese Equities (Still Open) 

The trade is up 280% on a leveraged basis (the trade is nominally up 7.6% with Indian equities up 14%, 

and Chinese up 6.4%). My thesis based on several factors. First, Chinese equities had outperformed vs. 

other EM equities as COVID cases fell while cases exploded in other EM countries such as India.  This 

outperformance would get unwound as India bent the curve on the virus. Second, India would benefit 

from the continuation of the China/US economic war. Global value chains (GVCs) would accelerate 

their move into cheaper and more hospitable EM countries. Only Indian amongst these alternatives to 

China has an employment base to replace china. Third, the benefits of Modinomics to the Indian 

economy has been overlooked in the fallout over COVID.  His reforms have the potential to transform 

the Indian economy.  

SOM Modinomics 

SOM India—Bad is good, worse is even better: Part III: Buy Indian Equities 

https://b0e2904e-3af3-45e7-8625-e1b60f619ce0.filesusr.com/ugd/fd8136_8d128fd4b45542629200ca5466ae6d53.pdf
https://b0e2904e-3af3-45e7-8625-e1b60f619ce0.filesusr.com/ugd/fd8136_a9e90d2139184f9ea61e799cd9020e29.pdf
https://b0e2904e-3af3-45e7-8625-e1b60f619ce0.filesusr.com/ugd/fd8136_0489ebdd574f458dbf5f4261a2209f8f.pdf
https://b0e2904e-3af3-45e7-8625-e1b60f619ce0.filesusr.com/ugd/fd8136_a578b2903b2d4559a8c701b7a603d6bc.pdf
https://b0e2904e-3af3-45e7-8625-e1b60f619ce0.filesusr.com/ugd/fd8136_f9643bdaf6f24d2cae82ef500f30d770.pdf
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Long FX of EM commodity producers (MXN, RUB, BRL) vs. USD (Still Open) 

The trade is up 30% on a leveraged basis ( EM FX is up 1% nominally). My thesis is that US QE will 

weaken the USD vs. EM FX and drive up commodity prices in USD terms as it has historically. All of 

this points to Commodity EM FX.  Historically, FED QE has pushed down the dollar and drove capital 

into EM. The corresponding higher commodity prices supported the fundamentals of EM Commodity 

producers. The trade is at a cheap entry point as EM assets/FX have not recovered from downdraft due 

to the capital flight during the initial risk-off earlier this year.  The rebound has been tempered by the 

growing concern about the rise in COVID cases in EM. A viable alternative to the FX trade outright is to 

buy local currency longer maturity sovereign debt to pick up additional carry and potential capital gains.  

SOM: Strategies For Covid-19 Part 3: The Fall of The USD and The Rise of EM 
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